
TYPOGRAPHIC 
HISTORY



The history of typography (and all graphic 
design) runs on two parallel tracks:

technology
culture



Technology



Cuniform 
~20,000 B.C.



First alphabet
~1,000 B.C.



The Middle Ages/Illuminated Manuscripts
~800 AD



Johannes Gutenberg
15th century





“movable type”







Phototypesetting
20th century



Digital Typesetting
20th century



Software
21th century



Culture



Serif Sans-Serif



Serif 

Old Style
Transitional
Modern
Slab
Monospace

Sans-Serif

Grotesque
Humanistic
Geometric



Old Style
Garamond
Bembo
Minion
Jenson
Legacy

First Roman types — originally created between the late 15th and mid-
18th centuries

Minimal contrast between thicks and thins

The axis of curved strokes is normally inclined to the left

Serifs bracketed in old style designs and head serifs are often angled

Some versions include diagonal cross stroke of the lowercase e



Transitional
Baskerville
Times
Mrs. Eaves
Caslon
Perpetua

Transition between old style and modern designs

Improved printing methods allowed much finer character strokes to 
be reproduced and subtler character shapes to be maintained. 

Strokes normally have a vertical stress. 

Weight contrast is more pronounced than in old style designs. 

Serifs are still bracketed and head serifs are oblique.



Modern
Bodoni
Didot
Walbaum

Contrast between thick and thin strokes is abrupt and dramatic. 

The axis of curved strokes is vertical, with little or no bracketing. 

Stroke terminals are often “ball” shapes rather than an evocation of a 
broad pen effect. 

Tend to be highly mannered designs, with clearly constructed letters.



Slab
Rockwell
Archer
Lubalin Graph
Soho

Became popular in the 19th century for advertising display

Very heavy serifs with minimal or no bracketing. 

Generally, changes in stroke weight are imperceptible. 

Can look like sans serif designs with the simple addition of 
heavy (stroke weight) serifs.



Monospace
Courier
Space Mono
Iconsolata
Andale Mono
Apercu Mono

The width of every character takes up the same  
amount of space

Can be both serif and sans-serif

Terminal/programming/coding

Often used at small sizes for captions,  
footnotes, etc.



Grotesque
Helvetica
Akizendz
Univers
Franklin Gothic

First commercially popular sans serif typefaces. 

Contrast in stroke weight is most apparent in these styles, 

Slight “squared” quality to many of the curves

monotone weight stress.



Humanistic
Gill Sans
Frutiger
Myriad

Based on the proportions of Roman inscriptional letters.

Contrast in stroke weight is often readily apparent. 

Typographic experts claim that these are the most legible and 
most easily read of the sans serif typefaces. 

closely match the design characteristics and proportions of  
serif types, often with a strong calligraphic influence.



Geometric
Futura
Gotham
Avant Garde
Avenir

Simple geometric shapes influence the construction 

Strokes have the appearance of being strict monolines and 
character shapes are made up of geometric forms. 

Tend to be less readable than grotesques.



Script Decorative

derived from 17th century 
formal writing styles. 

Many characters have 
strokes that join them to 
other letters - calligraphic

patterned on manuscript 
lettering prior to the  
invention of movable type.

Rarely used for lengthy 
blocks of text

Popular for signage, head-
lines and similar situations 
were a strong typographic 
statement is desired.

Reflect an aspect of culture 
such as tattoos or graffiti



Note:
Never use a typeface that is supposed to look like 
handwriting, like this.

When you want something to look hand drawn, 
just hand draw it.



Serif 

Old Style
Transitional
Modern
Slab

Sans-Serif

Grotesque
Humanistic
Geometric



Technology
Culture



QUIZ!














